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Abstract

It is known that large amplitude oscillations can occur in the
current flowing through a plasma diode, typically when a constant
potential is applied across the device. Burger (1965) suggested
via a computer simulation that the oscillation characteristics
was a function of the quantities T^ and t. , namely the respective
time for an electron and an ion to' cross the electric field re-
gion inside the diode. On the rapid time scale T , the self con-
sistent equilibrium configuration, was unstable.eNorris (1964)
had previously arrived at the same conclusion using analytical
arguments. In that work, it was concluded that the instability
occurred sine the diode acted as a negative resistance on theT

scale. A posr.,.ve feedback effect forced the system away from
equilibrium

Silevitch •" A 1) used the Burger mechanism to suggest an expla-
nation for .'.f flickering aurora phenomenon. He extended the
Norr is arc,ft, <e it and showed by a variational method that a plau-
sible ana'.y i c '-.odel for a double layer (DL) behaved as a nega-
tive resist * ice on the t scale. In this present work we re-exa-
mine the n- ».ative resistance calculation by taking a more detailed
account o the constraints which are imposed on the electron
distributions that exist in the DL region. Specifically, we shall
focus upc' the role of the energetic trapped electrons which ori-
ginate at «:he high potential side of the PL.
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1. Introduction

It is known that large amplitude oscillations can occur in the

current flowing through a plasma diode, typically when a constant

potential is applied across the device. Burger (1965) suggested

via a computer simulation that the oscillation characteristics

was a function of the quantities T and -t, , namely the respective

time for an electron and an ion to cross the electric field re-

gion inside the diode. On the rapid time scale i , the self

consistent equilibrium configuration, was unstable. Norris (1964)

had previously arrived at the same conclusion using analytical

arguments. In that work, it was concluded that the instability

occurred since the diode acted as a negative resistance on the

ie scale. A positive feedback effect forced the system away

from equilibrium.

During the later evolution of the system, Burger found that the

internal potential structure developed a negative well near

the cathode region. This barrier caused current interruption

to occur. The system returned to its initial state in a time

~ T . and the cycle would then repeat. Recently Iizuka et al.

(1982a) performed a series of experiments which reproduced the

essential features of Burger's simulation.

Silevitch (1981) used the Burger mechanism to suggest an ex-

planation for the flickering aurora phenomenon. He extended

the Norris argument and showed by a variational method that

a plausible analytic model for a double layer (DL) behaved

as a negative resistance on the T scale. As with the case

of the plasma diode the oscillating potential structure of

the DL should be characterized by a negative potential well

and an associated current interruption. Such a current chopping

phenomena had earlier been observed by Torvén and Babic (1975)

but no detailed theoretical explanation was ever proposed for

the effect. lizuka ejt aJL. (1982b) have shown experimentally

that the extension of the diode instability mechanism was in-

deed valid for the DL structures produced by operating a Q-ma-

chine in a double ended mode. Additional corroberation of the

DL relaxation oscillation mechanism was given by Singh and

Schunk (1982) using computer simulation techniques. Both Iizuka

et aJL. (1982b) and Singh and Schunk (1982) have conluded that

the period of these oscillations is governed by ion dynamics and



is indeed proportional to the time for an ion to traverse a

distance which is characterized by the spatial extent of the

entire system (i.e. the electrode separation distance). This is

in contrast to the suggestion of Silevitch (1981) (henceforth

referred to as Paper 1) that the transit distance comprise only

the narrow DL region.

In this present work we shall focus upon the dynamics of the DL

on the T time scale. We will reexamine the computation of ne-

gative resistance given in Paper 1 by taking a more detailed

account of the constraints which are imposed on the various

electron distributions which exist within the DL region. It

should also be emphasized that the DL instability discussed here

is a global rather than a local effect. By this we mean that

the properties of the external circuit surrounding the DL ele-

ment play a crucial role in the devlopment of the relaxation

oscillations. Thus in a given application it is not enough to

determine that the DL behaves as a negative resistor on the T

scale. One must also examine how this resistance couples through

an external circuit and whether it causes a positive feedback

effect.

As in Paper 1 we shall choose a particular steady state DL model

and demonstrate that it exhibits a negative resistance on the T

time scale. In otar case we continue using the Kan and Lee (1980)

model introduced in Paper 1. It is intended that the calculation

presented here be used as a guide if one wants to investigate

the stability of a different DL model that may better describe

some particular experimental situation.

A similar but somewhat abbreviated version of this paper, Raadu

and Silevitch (1982), will appear as part of the proceedings of

a small symposium. We are presenting the results again here

because the earlier version will not be widely circulated within

the plasma physics community. Moreover we will make extensive

use of the material already contained in Paper 1, in order to

avoid unneccessary mathematical detail.

tn Section 2 we present, a summary of the Kan and Lee (1980) DL

model. We examine the perturbation of the- DL on the t time

scale in Section 3. The variations1 technique given in Paper 1

is generalized and we compute the negativt resistance of the DL

which results when various constraints are imposed on the



electron distribution functions. It is also found that the immo-

bile ions introduce an additional term in the perturbation ex-

pansion that was overlooked in Paper 1. We investigate this

term in Section 4 and present arguments to show that it has

a negligible effect on the results presented here and in Paper 1.

2. Equilibrium model

The equilibrium auroral DL model used in Paper 1 is taken from

the work of Kan and Lee (1980) . The DL potential

structure 4>(x), varies from $ (x=0) = 0 to <|>(x=d) = 4> • Moreover,

as shown in Figure 4 of Paper 1, there are three distinct electron

populations associated with the Kan and Lee DL model. These are:

(a) Streanjingelectrgns gricjinating_at_^J[x=O)__=_0

A waterbag velocity distribution is chosen for this population

which is simply

H ,

felU) • V 2 F 7 ' V*U) <v< V»> 0)
el

where V£(<fr) = (2|eU/m)* and Vu(t) = [4V^ + vju)]'. Here Nfil
and V . are the density and streaming velocity of the electrons

originating at x = 0. Following Paper 1 we can easily obtain

expressions for the electron density, n , (<j>) and its integral

' <fr — — e x
9el^' ? - n i^*^* a t a n v Point- • M within the DL region.

v <̂  = 0

Note that it would be more precise to indicate these quantities

as functionals of f ̂ (N ., V 1, $, v ) .
(b) Tragged_de2raded_grimarv_and_secondarY_electrons_originating

Again for these particles we use a waterbag distribution f t
of value ffc centered at v •- 0 and cut off at v - i(2 |e| t/m) ̂. Thus,

f
 Net
ft - T-m*?

where N t is the density of these trapped electrons at x = d.

Again simple expressions for n e t U ) and g g t (*) can be ob-

tained (see Paper 1).

(c) Tragged_low_enGrgy_electrons orx2inating_at_^^x*d)__*^^

A Maxwellian distribution is assumed for this population. It is

a full range function characterized by tho parameters N^ (>>N^.)

and kT e o (<< !e • <t>o) which respectively represent the electron den-



sity and thermal energy at x = d.

3. Perturbation Analysis

If the equilibrium DL structure is perturbed on the T time

scale then the dynamic resistance of the DL is defined as

Here A is the DL cross sectional area and 6j (6<*> ) represents

the electron current density (potential) variations from the

equilibrium values

[i.e. $(x) ?ert'irt}*^°^ <j>*(x) « *(x} + 6*(x)]. Cleary only the

electrons in category {a) contribute to j and thus,

«J • «C|e!MelVel) * !e|Ve]6Nel + |e|Mel«Vel (4)

In order to calculate RD we need the key result

u iye1 Met yeo

This equation is obtained by first multiplying Poisson's equa-

tion by di/dx and then integrating from x = 0 to x = d assuming

charge neutrality at both endpoints. Finally, the same procedure

is repeated for the perturbed state ($*) and the two equations

are subtracted keeping only first order terms in the variations

like 6$. It should be noted that to this order in 6<j> it is not

neccessary to impose strict charge neutrality for the perturbed

state at x = Oi d. Moreover, a rigorous derivation of (5) would

include on the rhs a static ion term <5G. defined by

as, . -j\h „,(«)$* - £] (6)
where n,(x) is the ion density profile in the unperturbed state.

In Paper 1 this term was neglected. An argument justifying this

approximation is presented in the final portion of this paper.

In order to obtain an expression for R_ we need to specify in

detail those constraints that apply during the initial disrup-

tion. To illustrate this consider electron population (a).

Eq. (4) defines a relation between 5Nel and &Vel. Another is

needed. For example, in Paper 1 it was assumed that N , and
Vel w e r e Independent and so either 6N . * 0 (i.e. strict charge

neutrality) or 5V . « 0. Perhaps a more realistic constraint

would be to impose the condition Sf.. » 0. This would imply from



Bq. (1)

o • 6Nel - Jg . evel . (7)
Pro» Eqs. (4) and (7) we find

fe • äVel " *Tififcr " (8)

The expression for R. i s now obtained by expanding Eq. (5) as:

e l 9el get

0 = Lp^*6Nel + äV^"6Vel + 3N^ 6Net

gel e t e o

**»re & s | ^ ~ • §^~ + ;JJ~ . Let us f i r s t follow Paper 1 by

assuming 6N , « <SN . = dN = 0 . Note that these constraints would3 e l et eo
not impose s tr ic t charge neutrality at x » d. Using Eqs. (4) and

(9) we obtain the resistance R.. given by

•4 • ( N I ) " 1
el

If we replace 619 , * 0 by condition (7) we find the DL negative

resistance Rj wil l have the value R, where

For the parameters of the auroral example in Paper 1 we find

that the two terms in the bracket have roughly the same magni-

tude and hence R 2 « R r

Let us now generalize the constraints on SN . and <5N . An ob-
et eo

vious first step is to assume strict charge neutrality at $ » 4

This would imply

For simplicity let us also still assume <5N , « 6N » 0 . From
el GO

Eqs. (4) and (12) we find that

the 0L negative resistance will now have the value R3 given byi



For the parameters of the auroral DL of Paper 1 we find that

only the 6n i/*v
el correction term is important and

Moreover, if we assumed that is was primarily the low energy

population which reacted to maintain charge neutrality (i.e.

fiN v » 0, 6N _ *-6n ,U )>r then the resulting negative resistance

would be approximately equal to R^ A result similar to Eq. (15)

is obtained if we relax the charge neutrality constraint and

assume instead 6ft - 5Neo * 0.

From the above discussion we conclude that the response of the

trapped particle populations will have quite an important effect

upon the value of DL negative resistance. According to the

theory in Paper 1 a smaller value of negative resistance could

quench the OL disruption on the te time scale. To test this

hypothesis we can envisage an experiment which allows the

controlled injection of trapped electrons. One could then study

the DL disruption characteristics as a function of the trapped

electron distributions.

4. Approximate Treatment of Unperturbed ions

Before concluding this peper we will justify the neglect of

6Gi(Eq. (6)) in Eq. (5). The unperturbed electric field of a

strong OL structure is primarily nonzero in an interior region

of space Ax(<d). Under the assumption that the perturbed electric

field (~gfc*) is also confined to essentially the same Ax region

we can rewrite Eq. (6) as,

Here ni is a mean value of unperturbed ion density in the Ax reaion

It is given by the expression,

For the auroral DL model discussed in Paper 1, it can be shown

that nA ~ 0.1 Oge/D*0) and so for this case ÄGj can indeed



be neglected in Eq. (5).
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